EXPERTISE & RESOURCE
Analysis
We will analyse our client’s specification and
design a system or piece of equipment that
will perform to the required level.

Design and Engineering
Using 2D and 3D design software, finite
element analysis (structural, thermal and
flow) and extensive manual calculations, our
products and systems are designed to cope
with all operational conditions.

Manufacture
With a wealth of experience in fabrication,
assembly and testing, our products leave our
factory with the highest standards of
workmanship and quality.

Electrical and Software
Our team create bespoke software, using
trusted hardware to give reliable, accurate
and safe control of our equipment. Control
can be independent or linked to a clients’
own systems.

Clients
We supply to industrial, research, medical
clients amongst many other clients
worldwide. Here are just a few examples.

Design Challenge
Design and manufacture a portable, 4 circuit, de-ionised water
cooling system for a linear accelerator cryogenic module test
stand, capable of maintaining a conductivity of less than or equal to
0.5µS/cm

Solution GRE designed and produced a full stainless-steel purewater cooling system for a high profile European scientific
experiment. In addition to the design and manufacture GRE
provided installation and training on site.

Cooling Power 800 W
Temperature Range Holding at 30°C ±0.5 °C
Equipment Location European Spallation Source (ESS),
Sweden

Key Features Function as a standalone system and integrate
with the ESS master control system. Client specified Siemens S71500 PLC and seals suitable for radioactive environment.

Design Challenge
To provide thermally cycled, de-ionised (DI) water to a high-current
cable testing/ageing facility. The cable manufacturers (two very
well-known manufacturers of very high-voltage, high current
cabling) wanted to prematurely age their products by carrying out
very accurate temperature cycling.

Solution GRE designed, manufactured, installed, and
commissioned the pair of DI water coolers, along with a complete
Faraday cage for the testing rig.

Cooling Power 66 kW
Temperature Range Thermal cycles between +10°C and
+85°C, within a tolerance of ±0.1K.

Equipment Location Large cable testing facility in the UK.
Key Features Centralized water chiller; pump/thermal control
station; water jacket, for cabling; thermally controlled dry housing
section, for sensitive electronics; custom-designed PLC control
platform, with internal and external communications.

Thyristor (STATCOM) HVDC Cooling System
Design Challenge
Design and manufacture two 1300kW de-ionised water cooling units for a thyristor load balancing converter.

Solution
GRE designed, engineered and manufactured two fully redundant systems for a new-build power station in South Korea.
In addition to the manufacture, the GRE team installed and tested the equipment on the client’s site. The solution
comprised of two pump skids, two expansion skids and two scrubbing circuits along with ten air blast air handlers.

Cooling Power 1300kW
Temperature Range Control at 50°C
Equipment Location South Korea
Key Features Fully redundant system so that no component stops the cooling capacity. Conductivity <0.3 μS/cm. The
system was broken out into three skids to suit the customer requirements for space. Installation by our team on site
across the world.

Particle Accelerator Cooling System

Design Challenge
Design and manufacture a skid mounted, de-ionised water-cooling system for a particle accelerator.

Solution GRE designed and manufactured a sizeable cooling system for a high profile European scientific research
center. In addition to design, manufacture and full Factory Acceptance Test (FAT), GRE also undertook the site
installation and operational training.

Cooling Power 500kW
Temperature Range

Maintain a nominal temperature set point within the range 15-25°C with a strict tolerance

of ±1 °C.

Equipment Location European Spallation Source (ESS), Sweden
Key Features

Function as a standalone system and also integrate with the ESS master control system. Conductivity
at <0.2 µS/cm. Oxygen content control to <50 parts per billion.

Design Challenge
Design and manufacture a skid mounted, de-ionised water-cooling
system for a particle accelerator.

Solution GRE designed and manufactured a sizeable cooling
system for a high profile European scientific research center. In
addition to design, manufacture and full FAT, GRE undertook the
site installation and operational training.

Cooling Power 85kW
Temperature Range Maintain a nominal temperature set point
within the range 15-25°C with a strict tolerance of ±1 °C

Equipment Location Europe
Key Features Function as a standalone system and also
integrate with the client’s master control system. conductivity at
<0.2 µS/cm. Oxygen content control to <50 parts per billion.

Design Challenge
Design and manufacture 2 pure-water cooling systems for a
National Grid Active Fault De-coupler.

Solution Designed and manufactured by GRE, for a ‘mean time
before failure’ requirement of 40 years. This robust system is due
to serve the National Grid for many years to come.

Cooling Power 240kW
Temperature Range -25°C to 35°C
Equipment Location Outdoors, Central England
Key Features Fully stainless system (including coils); vandal
proofing fitted to exposed components; conductivity down to <1.0
μS/cm; PLC and touch-screen HMI for easy user control;
run/standby pumps with auto changeover.

UK Installation, Maintenance, and technical
support
GRE regularly installs its equipment in locations all over the UK.
With a highly skilled team of engineers, we can offer extremely
flexible installation services, along with speedy response times for
all types of cooling equipment installation, maintenance and repair.
Many of our cooling systems are also fitted with communications
modules, which means that we can offer a wealth of online, realtime support. This often results in a solution or diagnosis for a
client without having to wait for a physical visit.

Worldwide installation, maintenance, and
technical support
The team at GRE is also well-versed in travelling internationally to
install and maintain our equipment.
Pictured here are a complete cooling system built for a high profile
European scientific experiment (top left) and a turnkey watercooling system (bottom left) for a large South Korean power plant
(used for cooling high voltage load balancing equipment).

